OVERVIEW
We are bilingual, fluent in English and Geek. We understand that the pace at which
technology evolves is overwhelming. We see our role as taking your idea for a killer app, and
making it happen, without you needing to know or understand the underlying technology.
As a full stack software development house, we build complete systems from the front to the
back end. If you need iOS, Android, Web, Blockchain, IoT app, or API, we deliver with
excellence. Perhaps there is a platform or service that already exists that will fit your
requirement perfectly without having to go the bespoke development route; we will be
happy to research and configure this for you too.
This document aims to be a transparent quick first contact, to explain our experience and our
process.

PORTFOLIO
We have been in the software creation business for a combined 43 years. Here are a few
recent internal projects we have successfully delivered:

 BESPOKE FUEL DISTRIBUTION AND LOGISTICS PORTAL
This client-owned solution is a one-of-a-kind fuel distribution management system.
Although it services all tiers of the supply chain, it is primarily focused on the wholesaler.
Modules are available for wholesalers, retailers, transporters, delivery scheduling, stock
management, driver management, order management, suppliers and customers. There
are currently integrations into existing South African accounting packages and into a
growing number of fleet and storage telemetry systems. We also have mobile apps for
drivers where information such as photos, location and metrics are fed back into the
system on a real time basis while they are on the road.

 ETHEREUM FORK
A source code fork of the Ethereum Blockchain, focusing on IOT. The team raised money
through an ICO (Initial Coin Offering) to launch their platform in Singapore, and tasked
Lab27 with delivering the following milestones:


WEB WALLET – an online crypto wallet for the cryptocurrency. This wallet
allows you to send funds, create new wallets and store your encrypted
private keys safely.



BLOCKCHAIN EXPLORER – similar to Etherscan or Blockchain.info, this we
developed a blockchain explorer which allows users to traverse the
Ledger. You can view blocks, transactions, addresses and tokens and there
are a number of cool visualizations



MINING POOL – in order to stabilize the POW (proof-of-work) based
blockchain, we created a mining pool, allowing miners with GPU rigs to
easily join the pool. HTTP and Stratum bindings were made available and
pay-outs are made automatically every 2 hours.

 LTBF
An online subscription-based management tool for Multi-Level Marketers. LTBF
assimilated line of sponsorship information from Amway and Network 21, rendered it in a
graphical format that was easier to analyse and use. It also compared Amway products to
regular retail brands on a “per use” basis and could calculate the estimated monthly
saving should a person switch over.

 ILLUMIN8
A check-in/check-out application built for the kid’s ministry at a local church. Illumin8, an
iPad app, allowed kids pastors to lookup a child’s name, print out an adhesive barcode
and attach that to a child’s clothing. Parents contact details, child’s birthday and medical
aid details were stored in a central database. In addition, the app was able to track when
the child was checked in, and out of a room by having an iPhone or iPod scan the QR code
and timestamp the event.

 ELECTRUM
Electrum is a codename for a crypto-currency exchange that Lab27 currently has in
development. The exchange is a complete maker-taker trading platform for crypto-fiat or
crypto-crypto trading pairs. The goal is to provide economic options for people on the
African continent by leveraging the power of open blockchains. In addition, downstream
services will be a payment gateway and marketplace where commonly used products or
services can be purchased using crypto-currencies.

 PROXIMITY
Proximity, an iOS and Android app, allows BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) devices or
“nearables” to be registered to a user. These devices send out a continuous ping, similar
to sonar. The app allows a user to set various alerts on these owned devices should they
come into contact or leave a predefined radius. These devices could come in the form of
wristbands that a child could wear, keyrings, adhesive patches or pellets.

 PASTEL PARTNER WRAPPER
Pastel Partner is still very much the standard accounting package for mid-size businesses
in South Africa. It’s old tech, but it is Trusted. Moving a business over to a new accounting
package can be a daunting task and if the process is not managed correctly it can kill a
business’ productivity. We have in-house Chartered Accountants, and so we can assist in
the case where a migration is the chosen path. But if you want to stay with your tried and
tested Pastel Partner, then we have a developed a tool that allows you to
o Create Dashboards for web and mobile with your Pastel data,
o Post quotes, invoices and credit notes directly to your Pastel via web or
mobile,
o Manage your customer, supplier and product master data from the palm of
your hand,
o Query information like customer and supplier account balances / statuses, and
detailed ledgers.

Our Pastel Partner Wrapper puts vital information in the palm of your hand giving your
Pastel a whole new modern feel and function. Being able to process and query
information without the need to be office-bound nor having to login to servers remotely
is a win for any business.

 CHURCH DASHBOARDS
Our live dashboards offer churches beautiful visual representations of their on-ground
and on-line engagement. Bringing data together from multiple sources gives Church
Offices a Live view of everything happening on the ground, across social networks and
through website engagement, enabling staffers to be more proactive with congregants.
Prayer requests, community project participation, birthdays, anniversaries and events –
all in one happy, colorful space.

OUR PROCESS
We

approach

all

complex

projects

by

using

the

Scrum

approach

(https://www.scrumalliance.org/why-scrum). The Scrum process has 5 main actors, namely:


the Customer - this is You



Developer(s) - the geeks, they take instruction from the product owner and turn
coffee into code



a Product Owner - this is the customer’s main contact. They are in charge of managing
the backlog list, and prioritizing features into sprints



the ScrumMaster - responsible for managing co-ordination between the developers
and testers to stay on track in delivering a sprint



Tester(s) - bug hunters, they try and “break” the app across multiple browsers and
platforms

The project approach is as follows:


A product owner creates a prioritized wish list called a product backlog.



During sprint planning, the team pulls a small chunk from the top of that wish list, a
sprint backlog, and decides how to implement those pieces.



The team has a certain amount of time — a sprint (usually two to four weeks) — to
complete its work, but it meets each day to assess its progress (daily Scrum).



Along the way, the ScrumMaster keeps the team focused on its goal.



At the end of the sprint, the work should be potentially shippable: ready to hand to a
customer, put on a store shelf, or show to a stakeholder.



The sprint ends with a sprint review and retrospective.



As the next sprint begins, the team chooses another chunk of the product backlog
and begins working again.

THE WORKFLOW
Your project will “grow” into its own ecosystem of continuous integration. We believe that
creating software is a craft, and our workflow reflects that with multiple checks and balances
to catch exceptions and have multiple “eyes” look over the product from various angles to
ensure ease of use, and a great overall user experience.
With all development we take a “divide and conquer” approach, breaking the work up into
multiple issues and arranging them in order of priority in the Backlog. From there, a sprint is
planned and items from the top of the Backlog are moved into the sprint. It’s important to
note that the number of issues tackled in a sprint is dependent on the sprint duration.
Remember, at the end of each sprint, we will ensure that the Customer has a working version
of the app that they can trial. Below is an example of a sprint board that we will give you, the
Customer, access to.

When we start building the app, developers will constantly push code up to a central
repository. These pushes are called commits and each time a commit is pushed up, it will go
for code review amongst fellow developers to ensure that the code is of the highest standard
(this is for multiple developer teams).
Once these approvals have taken place, our workflow fires off a new build to our QA (Quality
Assurance) environment where our testers will do their best to “break the app” and test it

from multiple angles. If they find issues, the issue is commented on and pushed back to the
developers for resolution.

Once the testers are happy, they will move a particular issue along the sprint board which will
fire off a build on our UAT (User Acceptance Testing) environment. This environment is a
simulation of a full production environment and it will be a place where the Customer can
interact with the app. What this means is that the Customer will have full visibility over the
progress and can start making notes or required changes for the next sprint. If the Customer
feels an aspect of the app is not up to standard, they can also comment on the relevant issue
and it will be pushed back for rework.
On Customer approval, the issue\feature will be automatically pushed to the production
environment. This real-time deployment process is called Continuous Integration and is used
by most of the top tech companies to ensure their products are constantly evolving.

OUR DEV STACK

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
Sometimes there is an existing piece of software that will work for your needs. It may just
need some configuring. There is no need to get complicated. We actively support the
following platforms.
(If there is something that we have not mentioned below, but you would like us to look at - please send it to us.
We love a challenge. And we love all things new).

THE BOTTOM LINE
At Lab27, software creation is transparent and easy to understand. As mentioned before, we
use the Scrum methodology in Agile Software Development. Typically we recommend a 4week sprint first. If additional sprints are required, we will iterate the backlog in 4 or 2 week
sprints, until your app is done. We guarantee that at the end of each sprint, you will have a
working product that you can use.
We can start the first sprint with a full-day workshop hosted by us, to dream, envisage and
prioritize what your killer app will eventually become. At this point we will be able to give you
a pretty accurate gauge of how many sprints your app will require and we’ll be able to tell
you what you can expect after the first sprint. Due to the flexibility of the Agile method, we
can re-prioritize the feature priorities if your business needs change over time.
With each sprint, we provide:


Dedicated Git repository to keep your code safe in the cloud



Internal Quality Assurance Hosting of your app, its API and database where we can
test and review it as a team



User Acceptance Testing Hosting of your app on a public VPS so that you can show off
your app to colleagues and customers



A dedicated online issue tracking environment, where you will be able to report our
progress at all times.



For mobile apps, we will also create a deployment environment where you can prelaunch the app to an “inner circle” of beta testers for feedback



At least a half day “meetup” where progress can be reviewed and new features can
be envisioned and planned.

What we guarantee:


At the end of each sprint, you will have a usable product.



If we miss the sprint deadline, we will continue working free of charge until it is done.



An organised, efficient and transparent process where you will have full visibility into
the status of development at all times.

CONCLUSION
We come alive helping you dream something into existence. We would love to grab a coffee
with you should you need any more information.
Contact Warren:
info@lab-27.com
www.lab-27.com
Skype: warren.schwartz

